M
ultitenancy is a defining characteristic of cloud applications. The shared infrastructure changes the underlying economics of enterprise applications, letting the vendor maintain a single application instance for thousands of customers (see www.appirio.com/ecosystem/appirio.swf ). In a multitenancy cloud environment, multiple vendors, using the same infrastructure, can access and use an application. The application design thus must distinguish between customers to ensure they can't share or see each other's data.
Achieving Multitenancy
There are three different methods for achieving multitenancy: using a database, using virtualization, or through physical separation.
According to Lori MacVittie, a frequent cloud computing DevCenteral blog writer, "In the case of software as a service (SaaS), multitenancy is almost always achieved via a database and configuration, with isolation provided at the application layer."
1 So, at the application layer, service providers should design and implement a specific class, and then create an object of the class in a manner that serves the needs of multiple users in an effective way. Designing SaaS applications in this way will solve many issues related to multitenancy, such as the need for data security, data separation, and customized applications (to minimize the hard binding of runtime computing resources).
Many researchers consider virtualization to be an alternative to multitenancy. 2 However, virtualization is simply another technology for achieving multitenancy, especially for infrastructure as a service (IaaS). You can achieve virtualization using virtual machine technology that provides a hardware emulation layer over the real hardware. This technology can run multiple copies of server operating systems within one physical machine, and it can share physical hardware, such as network cards and disk storage, between the virtual operating system instances. Such multitenancy virtualization might reduce the costs and expenses of the provided services, but compared to multitenancy using databases technology, virtualization is more costly.
According to other researchers, 3 you can achieve multitenancy via another dedicated technology
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that provides resources to tenants individually. This technology is generally known as multitenancy via physical separation, but it's rarely used, because it relies on giving each tenant his or her own dedicated hardware resources.
Managing Multitenant Data
There are three approaches to managing multitenant data in the cloud: 3 1. storing tenant data in separate databases, which is the simplest approach to data isolation; 2. housing multiple tenants in the same database, with each tenant having its own set of tables grouped into a schema created specifically for the tenant; or 3. using the same database and same set of tables to host multiple tenants' data. • the application layer,
• the infrastructure layer, and • the data-center layer.
The data-center-layer multitenancy is well known and provides the highest level of security, if implemented correctly. Infrastructure-and application-layer customer integration for multitenancy are new additions to the cloud computing topology design. The infrastructure layer dedicates one stack of software to a specific customer, deploying stacks for each customer account. The hardware requirements depend on actual service use.
For application-layer multitenancy, architectural implementations concern both the software and infrastructure layers. This type of multitenancy can compromise security, because application methods and database queries can access and store data from different user accounts. However, if implemented correctly, it can offer significant cost savings.
While multitenancy on cloud environments provides seemingly limitless scalability and an alternative to the expensive data-center infrastructure, it raises new security and privacy issues, because it hands the processing and storage tasks over to third parties.
This requires building adequate security into every aspect of the SaaS application, as well as for every IaaS virtual service, using filtering (which provides an intermediary layer between a tenant and data source), permissions (which use access control lists), encryption (which obscures every tenant's critical data), or some combination of these techniques.
In This Issue
The articles in this special issue analyze many of the important issues in a multitenancy cloud environment, including the need for logical data model architectures, the difficulty of merging heterogeneous resources offered by different domains, and the need to secure services on the cloud.
The first article, "Logical Data Models for Cloud Computing Architectures," by Augustine Samba, examines existing cloud computing architectures and describes generic logical data models, which are independent of implementations. Samba analyzes logical models for two cloud architectures: the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) and the National Institute of Standard Technology (NIST). The data Master Table   Tenant Guest editors' introduction models specify the logical interactions between the cloud entities, provide a framework for developing a common set of requirements for cloud architectures, and facilitate traceability between evolving business requirements and cloud architecture implementations. The second article, "Cloud@Home: Toward a Volunteer Cloud" by Salvatore Distefano and Antonio Puliafito, describes a scenario for incorporating some elements of volunteer computing into the cloud computing paradigm. The result is a volunteer cloud that obtains its infrastructure by merging heterogeneous resources offered by different domains or providers (such as other clouds, grid farms, clusters, and data centers) or single desktops. This new "Cloud@Home" paradigm aims to merge the benefits of cloud computing (such as service-oriented interfaces, dynamic service provisioning, and guaranteed QoS) with those of volunteer computing (such as the use of idle resources and reduced operational costs). The mechanisms for aggregating, enrolling, and managing the resources, which take into account service-level-agreement and QoS requirements, are a mix of both worlds.
In the last article, "Threat as a Service? Virtualization's Impact on Cloud Security," by Hsin-Yi Tsai, Melanie Siebenhaar, André Miede, Yu-Lun Huang, and Ralf Steinmetz, describes the importance of security issues in cloud environments. The authors investigate cloud security by analyzing each cloud service model and how the impact of or potential for an existing attack in each model differs from that of conventional IT environments. The authors scrutinize the differences and implications in each service model, analyzing well-known security issues from the perspective of virtualization-a key driver of cloud computing. C urrently, individuals who want to access their desktop files remotely must accomplish certain setup requirements and keep their computers running. This isn't a very secure approach, so users who require remote access are starting to store files and applications in the cloud instead of on different physical devices (such as on laptops and in smartphones). This trend will only continue, as multitenancy with different access controls lets us share this wide variety of information securely.
